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The Sections and Regions of the College

**SECTION I**
United States of America

**SECTION II**
Canada

**SECTION III**
Mexico

**SECTION IV**
South America, non-English and non-Spanish speaking Caribbean Islands.

**SECTION V**
Europe, Israel

**SECTION VI**
India, Sri Lanka

**SECTION VII**
Japan

**SECTION VIII**
Australasian-Australia, New Zealand, Fiji Islands, Papua, New Guinea, and other Islands of the South Pacific.

**SECTION IX**
Philippine Islands

**SECTION X**
MIDDLE EAST-Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Muscat, Oman, all Arab Emirates, and Yemen.

**SECTION XI**
Korea

**SECTION XII**
Chinese-Taipei

**INTERNATIONAL SECTION XX**

- **REGION 21**: Central America
- **REGION 22**: Panama
- **REGION 23**: Spanish speaking Caribbean Islands
- **REGION 24**: China — 22A
- **REGION 25**: Hong Kong — 22B
- **REGION 26**: Macau

- **REGION 27**: Thailand
- **REGION 28**: Laos
- **REGION 29**: Kampuchea

- **REGION 30**: Afghanistan
- **REGION 31**: Bangladesh

- **REGION 32**: South East Asia
- **REGION 33**: Singapore
- **REGION 34**: Indonesia

- **REGION 35**: North Africa
- **REGION 36**: Libya
- **REGION 37**: Morocco
- **REGION 38**: Algeria
- **REGION 39**: Tunisia

- **REGION 40**: South Africa
- **REGION 41**: Zimbabwe
- **REGION 42**: Zambia

- **REGION 43**: Central Africa
- **REGION 44**: Egypt
- **REGION 45**: Sudan
- **REGION 46**: Regional
- **REGION 47**: Iran
- **REGION 48**: Turkey
- **REGION 49**: Regional
- **REGION 50**: Vietnam

- **REGION 51**: Bermuda
- **REGION 52**: Bahamas
- **REGION 53**: English speaking Caribbean Islands

- **REGION 54**: Malaysia
- **REGION 55**: Myanmar
As the 2004 President of the International Executive Committee it was my modest proposition to apply reinforced dynamics to significant matters making up the core of our College's work. These efforts are crucial for the survival and growth of the College. The Executive Committee must be a guideline that transmits highest values of friendship, fraternity, respect and collaboration to every Section and District around the world. These principles comprise our College's greatness and, at the same time, differentiate our College from all other dental organizations.

Ever since becoming President of the I.C.D. I have strived to maintain fluid and frequent communications with all the members of our Executive Committee. I am very satisfied with our EC's teamwork. We all exchanged opinions, accepted suggestions, and discussed critical topics that had been for a long time on the agenda. We have done the same with many themes that were of concern. Likewise, I am glad to say that useful communications have been established with the other members of the Council and some Sections.

Presently our I.C.D. is facing large and difficult challenges because we live in a world with severe personal communicational impediments and lack of understanding. We have mapped this new century's I.C.D. route. Those of us holding administrative responsibilities are obligated to continue with these basic plans. They must be viewed as an agenda and, thus, adapted daily circumstances. The changes taking place in the world must be the template on which we execute all improvements and advances for our College. The Executive Committee must be a guideline that transmits highest values of friendship, fraternity, respect and collaboration to every Section and District around the world. These principles comprise our College's greatness and, at the same time, differentiate our College from all other dental organizations.

My chairmanship began on January 1st. It was initiated with my greetings to each member of the International Council and Section Presidents. I have tried to engage all our Sections, Regions and Districts, with no exception, in our College's work and spheres of influence. The Sections form the nuclei of our Institution. They promote and inform the Objectives and Mission of our College. We reached the Sections' officers directly, particularly their Presidents. We insisted on active participation and a firm commitment in all I.C.D. and institutional work.

The plan of action that I proposed this past year was as follows: Strive for the International Executive Committee to become more dynamic and, at the same time, more interested in elaborating short and long-term plans of action. Maintain continuity when dealing with main issues, without neglecting our growth. Likewise, continue with the development of new projects. In this regard:

1. Committees performed most of our I.C.D. work. Councilmen, who represent all our Sections, are I.C.D. Committees. Individually, all I.C.D. issues were discussed on a worldwide level before they were brought to the Council. Committees formed our College's working core. More action was required from our Standing and Ad-Hoc Committees. All Committee members cooperated actively in all endeavors. At the same time, they collaborated by discussing issues of their competence. All contributed with suggestions, ideas, opinions, etc. This enriched the work promoted by Chairpersons.

The invitations received from our Sections to participate in their Convocation and Induction Ceremonies were most stimulating. They were indeed a wonderful response to my first greetings and notes of introduction. Mirza and I were very fortunate to visit the following Sections:

1. Section II - Canada - Annual Regents Meeting, and Convocation and Induction Ceremony. The event took place in Vancouver, B.C. on March 5 and 6, 2004. The excellent work performed by Fellows Garry Lunn, the Section's Chairman, and Fil Cappa, Section II's Registrar brought about an impressive meeting as well as very well prepared

The outstanding work performed by our previous Executive Committees and the Members of the International Council have mapped this new century's I.C.D. route. Those of us holding administrative responsibilities are obligated to continue with these basic plans. They must be viewed as an agenda and, thus, adapted daily circumstances. The changes taking place in the world must be the template on which we execute all improvements and advances for our College. The Executive Committee must be a guideline that transmits highest values of friendship, fraternity, respect and collaboration to every Section and District around the world. These principles comprise our College's greatness and, at the same time, differentiate our College from all other dental organizations.
social and official functions. It was my privilege as well as a great honor to address, greet, and preside over the Central Ceremony and Gala Dinner. On that occasion Fellow Donna M. Brode officially accepted and took over the Canadian Section’s Presidency. I would like to highlight the personal contacts that were established with many of the Canadian Fellows; also, the greetings I delivered to the members of the Board of Regents at the beginning of their Annual Meeting. Canadian hospitality and exchanges with the Fellows couldn’t have been more pleasant.

2. Section IV’s (South America) Peruvian District kindly invited the International President to the Installation Ceremony of the New Board of Directors. I was very happy to attend the event, because Peru is my country of birth and residence. The Peruvian Fellows were very hospitable and kind to me. That evening three significant events took place. Fellow Fernando Donayre became the Peruvian District’s Regent. Peruvian Fellow Carlos Veloz was installed as Section IV’s President. Both, for the years 2004-2006. Master Fellow Julio Begazo was awarded a Section IV Emeritus Fellowship. Fellow Julio Begazo is a distinguished professional, one of Section IV’s “Founding Fathers”, a Past President of our Section, and former Councilman. This beautiful ceremony was followed by a formal dinner.

3. Section IV – South America – Extraordinary Regents Meeting, and Convocation and Induction Ceremony. This event took place in Quito, Ecuador on April 23 and 24, 2004 within the framework of an important international dental meeting. Its main purpose was to support the recently formed Ecuadorian District. It was my privilege to participate in the Regents Meeting and preside the Convocation and Induction Ceremony. All official and social activities were very well organized. Many distinguished professionals and leading local authorities attended the event.

4. Section VII – Japan. For Mirza and me this visit was an exceptionally pleasant experience. We became acquainted with most aspects of the activities performed by the Japanese Section and its Fellows, also with their plans and projects. We also enjoyed learning about their millenary culture and ancient traditions. We were exposed to their education, life-styles, hospitality and great friendship. It was stimulating to see the great effort and work put forth by the entire Section, especially our good friends, Councilmen Nori Moriyama and Yoshinori Satoh. A large amount of hard work was invested to organize our visit. The Fellows and their lovely wives were always very kind to both Mirza and me.

5. Section XI - Korea. My visit to Seoul was beneficial for both sides. Once more I was able witness the kindness with which visitors are treated. Our good friend Councilman Yang, Woong went out of the way to make us feel at home. I cannot find adequate words to express my praise. Likewise, Past International President Jhee excelled in escorting Mirza and myself around the city. Past President Fellow Koh, Kwan Sung and President Fellow Choi, Wick Hwan, as well as their wives, showered us with kindness and left us with the impression of a very friendly atmosphere. The induction ceremony was solemn and impressive; it took place in the elegant Sporting d’Hiver Auditorium. It was followed by a Gala Dinner in the Salle Empire at the Hotel de Paris. I would like to specially mention the wonderful organization and the wonderful hospitality displayed by Section President, Peter Py and his wife, Marie Christine. It was a wonderful Induction Ceremony for five Candidates. It was followed by a magnificent Dinner. During the banquet the International President addressed all Fellows and their guests.

6. Section V-Europe. My visit to the European Section as well as my participation in the 49th Annual Meeting was memorable. This meeting took place in the Principality of Monaco on May 7th and 8th. It was indeed a great pleasure to share these excellent programs with personalities such as our Past International President, Fellow Minoru Horuchi; International Vice-President, Fellow Chan, Chao-Chang; and President of the American Dental Association, Fellow Eugene Sekiguchi. It was a very nice experience to talk with Japanese Section’s Past-President Fellow Sunio Kuriyama and President Fellow Hajimu Komuro. It was very interesting and most rewarding to be able to exchange experiences with many Japanese Fellows and leaders of the profession. I learned a lot from all of them. The Induction Ceremony was very solemn and impressive. It was a very special and honor to address the 18 Inductees.

7. Section III-Mexico. I made a special and short visit to the Mexican Section to meet with Section President Manuel Farill, Councilman Antonio Bello and the other members of the Executive Committee. Our good friend and Past International President Ernesto Acuña also participated in all programmed activities. During a long working session, important issues were discussed. The results were very satisfactory.

8. Section I- U.S.A. Mirza and I attended the USA Section’s Annual Meeting and Convocation Ceremony. It took place in Orlando, Florida on September 29th and 30th. Two hundred Fellows from all over the country participated in the event. The meeting was well attended and the hospitality of the Denver Fellows was excellent. It was my distinct pleasure and honor to address the 18 Inductees.

They were very kind to Mirza and me.
and sixty new Fellows from the USA Section were inducted in a very solemn and impressive ceremony, which was followed by a reception and a dinner-dance at the Peabody Hotel. USA Section President Robert Bartheld and his wife Pat were wonderful hosts.

At the end of the USA Section’s Induction Ceremony the ICD-International President inducted five new Fellows from the International Section.

The Annual International Council Meeting took place also in Orlando, Florida on September 30th and October 1st. Our ICD Committees were very active and played an important role during the meeting. The majority of the members of the International Council participated in all Council deliberations. Many important issues were intensely discussed. The Meeting’s results were very productive.

9. Section IV-South America. The ICD-International President’s last official activity was performed in Lima, Peru on December 3rd and 4th during the South American Section’s Annual Regents Meeting and Convocation Ceremony. The ICD President presided over the Induction Ceremony. Twelve new Fellows were inducted from Section IV and three from Panama (Region 21-Section XX-International). Section IV President Carlos Veloz and his wife Isabel, Councilman Manfred Seidemann, Peruvian District President Fernando Donayre and wife Gladys, and the Regents were very kind and showed Mirza and me with attentions. This Section IV Meeting was carried out within the frame of the 75th Anniversary’s Congreso Internacional de la Academia de Estomatología del Perú.

The Sections I visited, in spite of their social, economical and political differences, share the same perspectives for growth and development. They also face similar problems:

- Competition with other dental organizations when trying to find new and qualified members
- Decline in membership
- Membership (Fellows) is becoming older
- Request for more up-to-date information about the College and its worldwide activities.

My I.C.D. Chairmanship has proven to have been an unforgettable and most rewarding life experience. It has guided our College and me to a great and closer relationship with the different Sections and many Fellows throughout the world. It certainly has brought about better understanding with each Section as well as identification with different cultures, languages, and traditions. I believe that in our International College of Dentists there are no barriers for good communications and human relations; rather, there is a “unique way” that strengthens our ICD’s concept of brotherhood and understanding.

Hereewith I would like to report some important undertakings:

1. The I.C.D. Executive Committee met in Rockville, Maryland, U.S.A. on March 8, 2004. The totality of its members attended the meeting. All issues on the extensive agenda were related to important matters; each one of them was thoroughly discussed. It was considered most important that our Executive Committee should meet more than once a year. Furthermore, it was felt that two meetings per year would fulfill the need for personal contacts to treat important and urgent issues.

Rockville certainly was the most appropriate place to hold one of the yearly E.C. meetings. This also allowed the Executive Committee to visit the I.C.D.-Central Office and see how the office was operating as well as having personal contact with the staff.

2. Our College has been concerned for quite a while regarding the situation in some of our Sections; i.e., India, Mexico, International Section (China), Middle East. I.C.D. Secretary General Robert Brady officially visited India. He attended the Indian Section’s Board of Regents Meeting, and Convocation and Induction Ceremony. It was a fact-finding trip. Now our College has a better understanding of the situation in that particular Section. On the other hand, the Indian Section now knows perfectly well what the I.C.D.-at-large expects.

President Ramon Castillo visited Section 3-Mexico. President-elect Lon Carroll paid an official visit to China. International Past President Victor Lanzilis had a successful visit in Lebanon. Each of these visitations permitted our International College of Dentists to build stronger and friendlier bridges with its Sections and, at the same time, cement understanding and goodwill.

3. The following central subjects were permanently on the agenda and were amply discussed during my Presidential Period:

- The need for more dynamic output by our ICD Committees as well as the active participation of all their members.
- We kept in mind the importance of this matter when we were solving some difficulties related to GLOBE and its publication.
- I.C.D. expansion was also an on-going and most important topic. We felt the necessity to maintain our membership, at least, at the current level of quality and numbers. However, it was agreed that there must be an I.C.D. presence in the geographical areas of those Sections where our College is unknown. These places often have qualified Dentists that should be invited to our College.
- Central Office Evaluation. Last March, during the Executive Committee’s visit to the Central Office, the latter’s activity as well as its staff were observed. An in-depth assessment was not performed because the E.C., at that time, was not charged with said function.

Once more I would like to reiterate to the Council my sincere gratitude for giving Mirza and me the wonderful opportunity to have accessed to the highest position in our I.C.D. In many instances, through our visitations, we were able to personally meet and get to know many distinguished Fellows. They all bestowed upon us friendship and hospitality. They were very generous and showed us their culture and traditions. In other instances, expressions of friendship and warmth were articulated through the web and postal communications. It is precisely the aforementioned largeness of spirit and gratitude that are so proper in this great institution, our International College of Dentists.

Finally, I must state with great satisfaction that I had the honor of receiving the Presidential collar, medallion and gavel from a great friend and most distinguished Fellow: Minoru Horikuchi. I also feel much honored to transmit this Presidential Office to another dear friend and Fellow: Lon Carroll. Lon Carroll has vast institutional experience and very clear ideas regarding what he wants to do for our College. I wish him much luck in the responsibility he will acquire on January 1, 2005. I am very confident of his success in this new mission. I will certainly support his action program and will be with him in any way he may consider useful.

Thank you very much, dear members of the College, for so much generosity and for offering me your friendship.

RAMON CASTILLO, D.D.S., M.S.
I.C.D. International President, December 31, 2004

continued on page 9
This year started with an Executive Committee Meeting in Rockville, Maryland. President Castillo called for it because he saw a need and wanted this year to accomplish as much as possible. The committee had many concerns which they were able to voice and try to resolve before the council meeting in September. Everyone concluded the Executive Committee was essential to a more productive council meeting in the fall when the committees could more adequately explore potential problems and offer solutions. President Elect Lon Carroll determined the Executive Committee Meeting was necessary and would plan on it for 2005.

President Ramon Castillo and his wife, Mirza, traveled extensively on our behalf in 2004 just as past presidents and their spouses have. Ramon and Mirza went east and west, north and south to get to as much of the globe as they could. Everyone was thrilled they were there and each induction ceremony was special because of them. At their last visit to the USA Section Induction Ceremony and Dinner Dance, President Castillo and President Elect Carroll were able to exchange the President’s Chain and Dr. Carroll was able to present the past president’s pin to Dr. Castillo. This was accomplished at the dinner dance in a ceremony before 780 people.

The website is growing under the capable hands of Master Fellow Don Johnson. It has become a valuable resource for Section information, announcements and in recent days, a roster of Fellows from almost all Sections. The roster is not an easy thing to accomplish because it is based on the database we have in the Central Office. Each Section is responsible for providing their data to us and now we ask you to check it out. Log on to www.icd.org to verify that your name is there and your address is accurate. If you are not listed or your address is not correct, you will not receive information from the Central Office, to include the Globe. This is the year to make the database correct!

Our College continues to grow slowly each year as we induct new Fellows and recognize the older Fellows we lose. As of 31 December 2004 our database reflects 10,257 Fellows worldwide. Hopefully, at the end of 2005, I will be able to give you a truly accurate number of Fellows worldwide. It will depend on all of us to be involved in verifying that we have correct information on all of you. Check the website – www.icd.org. Check with your Secretary General/Registrar to make sure you are correctly listed within your Section.

Mary Jo, Monica, and I wish all of you a Happy New Year for 2005. Keep in touch with us, give us information, and keep us accurate.

In Fellowship,

Robert E. Brady, D.M.D.
Secretary General
Meet the USA Section President

Robert L. Bartheld
2004 President of the USA Section

Bob Bartheld ascended to the presidency of the ICD-USA Section on January 1, 2004 on the same day he retired from the private practice of dentistry and three days before his seventy-first birthday. On the first Monday of the new year, he rose early, walked a mile or more on his treadmill, went out to offer seed to a visiting assemblage of Oklahoma birds, struggled with the airline for a reasonable ticket to the Yankee Dental Conference and prepared for his afternoon meeting of the Scottish Rite Charitable and Educational Foundation. They had to work on the distribution of 82 scholarships to students from the local community. You see, Bob also serves as president of that group. It is unlikely that he will find retirement dull.

He follows the advice of his father and father-in-law: “Always give back.” A person should become involved in their town or community and learn to accept change. Bob’s goals for the coming year with the ICD are to encourage more involvement from the districts and states in creating and conducting projects at their own levels and stimulating the sponsorship of young Fellows.

Bob’s father was orphaned in Iowa at seven years of age. He followed his way through with a job at the railroad. While in medical school he met Bob’s mother who was a nurse from Indiana. When, after graduation, they moved back to McAlester, his young wife thought they had moved to the end of the earth. War broke out and he joined the Army and served as a Lieutenant Colonel in the 3rd Army 19 Corp under General George Patton. He landed on the Continent a few days after D-Day but was injured in the trenches of Germany and flown out for treatment.

Bob Bartheld was born and raised in McAlester. He went to College at the New Mexico Military Institute for two years and then transferred to the University of Oklahoma. He attended dental school at what was then called the University of Missouri at Kansas City in “the old school. They’ve built a new one since then.” He graduated in 1956 with a top-notch education and a love for the Kansas City area. “It was a hands-on experience in those days”, Bob said. “You had to do so many partials and so many full dentures, different types of crown and bridge and so on.”

Bob’s wife of 48 years, Pat, hails from Oklahoma City. She moved to McAlester as a child when her father opened a Chevrolet dealership in the town. They met in high school and married between sophomore and junior years in dental school.

After serving in the military for two years, Bob opened a practice in McAlester, but he only lasted eight months. No, he didn’t go out of business. He got reactivated in the Berlin call up and had to do another year of active duty. They put him back in the same clinic where he had previously worked, “I was surprised,” he said. “I didn’t think the bank would let me go, I owed them so much money.” He did better the second time, remaining in practice for over forty years.

Right after opening up for the second time, a local dentist who practiced not far from McAlester took him to Oklahoma City on the weekends for the dental meetings. He joined the local and worked his way up through the chairs of the local, district and state organizations eventually becoming president of the Oklahoma State Dental Association. He served on the ADAs Federal Dental Services Council. Later, he became a Vice President of the American Dental Association. In 1997, became the Regent of District 12 of the ICD-USA Section. District 12 includes Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana and Arkansas. He is also a member of the American College of Dentists and the Pierre Fauchard Academy. He’s a member of the Anglican Church and somewhere found time to be the past president of the Lions’ Club and the Chamber of Commerce, 33° Scottish Rite Mason, Shriner and Jester.

Bob’s sponsor in the ICD was John Carmichael who at one time was the Regent of District 12, served on the Foundation Board and was an International Councilman. He had a practice in the town of Woodward in western Oklahoma and has now retired and lives in Yukon, Oklahoma.

Bob and Pat’s daughter, Elizabeth Bartheld, is the Chief-of-Staff of U. S. Representative John Sullivan and is in charge of his office in Washington, D.C.

Tom, their oldest son is an Associate District Judge for Pittsburgh County in Oklahoma. He has been reelected and has now served the community as a jurist for eight years. He and his wife, Jerri, have two children, a boy and a girl.

The Barthelds son, Bill, is a Lieutenant Colonel and the Commander of a Heavy Combat Engineering Battalion consisting of 600 men and women, making it the largest National Guard unit in the State. He and his men are well prepared as Bill also served in Desert Storm. His wife, Susan and he have a boy and three girls.

Their youngest son, Joe, works for a construction company and is based in Dallas, TX. He gets to travel far and wide on different projects. He and his wife, Kay, have two boys.

If you were keeping count, Bob and Pat Bartheld have eight grandchildren.

Bob brings new meaning to the term “retirement”. We wish him well for a successful year.
The USA Section started out 2004 with an Executive Committee Meeting in January at the National Museum of Dentistry in Baltimore, Maryland. President Bartheld presided and presented his agenda for the year. That afternoon our spouses joined us and we toured the museum. President Bartheld presented a check from the USA Section to the museum, completing our commitment of support. The museum is housed in what was the first dental school in the United States.

Our summer meeting, which is a continuing education conference, was held in Salt Lake City, Utah, during July. World-renowned speakers, Gordon and Rella Christensen, were our distinguished guest lecturers and presented an amazing amount of information. We digested all of it and could have listened to another eight hours. Needless to say, we loved it. Our District 14 Regent, Newell Warr, made sure everyone saw as much of Salt Lake City as we could, including a rehearsal of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. On Sunday, 43 of us went on a four and a half day tour of Southern Utah National Parks. The scenery was majestic, the Fellowship was fantastic and the acting in skits was... interesting.

September saw us in Orlando, Florida, for the USA Section convocation and dinner dance and the International Council meeting. On the Saturday before all this took place, a hurricane came through Orlando, causing considerable damage and shutting down the airport for two days. The hotel had only minor damage so everything planned was able to continue. Due to travel cancellations, some people were late or could not get through at all. Despite all of this, we inducted 248 USA Section Fellows and five International Section Fellows. A grand time was had by all at that evening at the dinner dance where 785 people ate, drank and danced the night away. Dr. Richard G. Shaffer was elevated to Master Fellow during the evening, and two Honorary Fellows were inducted.

The USA Section website, www.usa-icd.org is better than ever thanks to Master Fellow Don Johnson who stays on top of it every day. It is here to stay and linked to the College website as well as others. Look at it, read the information there and if you cannot find what you want, let us know. That way you will help improve it.

The Humanitarian Outreach Program had another successful year under the capable guidance of Fellows Jim Felix and Dave Sampe. The USA Section Fellows responded better than ever to the request and because of them, US$20,000.00 has been donated to the project through the ADA Fund. Fellow Ted Roberson, the new program chairperson, is now working on what direction the project should go in 2005.

Fellow Richard J. Galeone, our Editor for the USA Section, published his first edition of the KEY. In 2005, he intends to tighten the deadlines, publish earlier and have it be even more impressive. Fellow Reed Sanford finished his first more impressive Fellow Reed Sanford finished his first more impressive. Fellow Reed Sanford finished his first year as Treasurer, USA Section, and has begun making changes he believes will make everything more transparent to the Fellows of the Section.

Mary Jo, Monica and I are still here and ready for 2005. We wish all of you a very happy New Year.

In Fellowship,
Robert E. Brady, D.M.D.
Registrar
The Annual Meeting and Convocation of the Canadian Section of the International College of Dentists was held in the beautiful city of Vancouver, British Columbia, on March 6, 2004. We were honored to have International President Ramon Castillo and his wife Mirza, from Peru, as our guests.

The meetings, dinners and Convocation were all arranged with great care and attention by President Garry Lunn and his wife Ruth, and Registrar Fil Cappa and his wife Dianne. Following the banquet, President Garry Lunn inducted 22 candidates into Fellowship.

The Board of Regents had a very productive meeting under the guidance of President Garry Lunn. President Ramon Castillo was available for his advice and leadership. During the session we passed an amendment to the Constitution, to allow the Deputy Regent voting privileges for the District when the Regent is unable to attend. The Board approved the Project Committee’s recommendation of a grant of
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District #7 — Atlantic Canada
Regent . . . . . . . . . S.M. Brayton (Halifax)
Deputy Regent . . . . W.A. MacInnes (Halifax)

District #8 — Military
Regent . . . . . . . . . E.G. Swan (Ottawa)
Deputy Regent . . . . S.A. Becker (Ottawa)
International College of Dentists Student Awards

The Canadian Section once again presented an award to a student who had completed the penultimate year of dentistry in each of the 10 Faculties of Dentistry in Canada. The award consists of a plaque and a bursary of $2,000. The criteria for the award is: academic record, participation in extra-curricular activities, and character. Presentations were made, as much as possible, by one of the members of our Board of Regents.

The Canadian Section recognized Fellow George Peacock (President 1998-99) on his retirement from the College of Dental Surgeons of Saskatchewan, and look forward to his continued support and involvement with our Fellowship.

Our 2005 Annual Meeting and Convocation will be held in the Fairmont Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Quebec, in conjunction with the Canadian Dental Association Annual Convention and the FDI, on Saturday, August 27, 2005. We invite all Fellows and their guests to join us on this occasion. If you wish further information, please contact our Registrar, Master Fellow Fil Cappa, 784 Headley Drive, London ON N6H 3V8; Tel: 519-471-9217; Fax: 519-471-8341; e-mail: icdcappa@srh.ca.

Fellow Donna M. Brode, President

Canadian Section Sponsored Humanitarian Projects

Isoboro/Secure River Region of Bolivia

With the financial assistance of the Canadian Section of the International College of Dentists, in February, 2004, a team of eight people from the University of Manitoba spent two weeks treating patients in the rainforest of Eastern Bolivia. The team consisted of 3 dentists (2 of whom were Faculty members), 2 senior dental students, a dental hygiene Faculty member, and 2 senior dental hygiene students.

In a remote location, deep in the jungle on the Mamore river, over 800 patients received basic restorative, preventive and exodontia care. For the majority of the patients it was their first professional dental care. More than 600 restorations were placed and more than 1,400 extractions performed.

None of this would be possible without the generous assistance of the International College of Dentists.

A $5,600 grant from the Canadian Section will fund the shipment of more than 5 tons of donated dental equipment and supplies to the region to establish permanent clinics to be staffed by Bolivian dental graduates, who must provide a year of service to the government after graduation.

Sri Lanka Project

by Health Teams International (Canada), Inc.

In September, 2003, an 11 member team of health professionals and assistants began their two-week journey to serve the poor in Sri Lanka. The team consisted of three dentists, two physicians, a physician’s assistant, three optometry workers, one nurse and one dental assistant. Despite hot, humid temperatures and long line-ups, at the first clinic set up in the central highlands, they served some 100 dental and 150 general medical and 350 vision patients the first day. Many of the hundreds who flocked to the clinic walked upwards of 15 km, and others from as far away as 50 km found their way to the clinic.

The other seven clinics operated during the team’s stay in Sri Lanka were equally as busy, with treatment given to over 2,800 people from babies to the aged, from Buddhist monks to Government officials and from the very sick to the mostly curious. The Canadian Section’s part in this humanitarian project was to provide a $4,500 grant which paid for two portable dental units for use on this mission.
President’s Report

- Since assuming our posts, we have made the following changes, some of which were never made before:

- Our principal objective has been to spread the ICD’s name among Dentists and Dental students so that they aim at being Members when they achieve our Statutory standards.

- We have a new website: www.dentistasidcmexico.com

- For the first time, we created recognition awards named after living ex-Presidents or distinguished members of the ICD-M as follows:
  - Award “Dr. Abraham Chiskiovsky Perkis” for Members with a distinguished professional trajectory.
  - Award “Dr. Raúl Espinosa de la Sierra” for Non-Members with a distinguished career
  - Award “Dr. Ernestina Martínez Espinoza” for Members with a distinguished career in hospital dentistry.

We aim to distinguish all dentists not only for scientific reasons, but also for social and civic deeds.

We will hand out our award in a ceremony next November 2005, during the gala dinner that follows our Induction Ceremony. We have now about 50 recipients. This will be followed closely by published and electronic media.

- We started two newsletters, one for our Members, called “El Colegiado” (“The Colleague”) and one for the whole dental profession called “Reporte ICD-M,” in which distinguished Members talk about their clinical experiences and how to solve everyday problems. We have received the help of several members of the Dental Materials and Equipment companies for this purpose. We have excellent relations with this industry in Mexico. Circulation is 5,000 copies each time and deliveries are made possible through the Dental dealers data base (free for the ICD-M).

- We are currently working on two other journals to be delivered to the Dental profession (Members and non-members) before November. There’s an agreement to continue this publication during at least the next two years.

- We have established signed agreements with 5 Dental Schools (we have 60 Dental schools in our Country and close to 90,000 Dentists) so that their students in the final years of the career will be able to attend (under accepted formal request by their universities) the offices of our Members to learn how to manage a modern, efficient dental office. We aim to sign some more agreements in the next year and during the next biennial Presidency of Dr. París-Ayala.

- We have organized and attended the following activities during 2004-2005:
  - A lecture/breakfast about Dental Marketing
  - A wine tasting and lecture
  - A breakfast during which we received a donation that we gave immediately to a worthy cause
  - Colgate-Palmolive will publish shortly 20,000 brochures with a series of articles about the future of the Dental profession in Mexico that were written exclusively by ICD Members. The publication has the ICD logo on its back. It will circulate among Dental students in all the Country.
  - A lecture/breakfast in August, 2005 about Dental productivity in the Camino Real Hotel

- Last April 2005, a meeting was organized by Dr Wuotto, Regent Central Region, so that exclusively our Members gave lectures in combination with the Querétaro Dental Association to spread the ICD-M’s name among Dentists and Dental Students.

- Currently we are trying to establish contacts with the South American Section to exchange Members that wish to visit our Hospital facilities and for Mexican Members to visit them. We have received a very welcome reception by them.

- We were honored to receive the visit of the World President in 2004, Dr Ramón Castillo, with whom we established a very warm relationship and friendship. All our recent ex-Presidents attended this meeting in which he gave us much-needed orientation.

- We continue our excellent relationship with the Mexican Dental Association, México’s most representative professional group. The present President, Dr Armando Hernández, is also a former ICD-M President.

I think that is enough for now, and specially for two year’s work. As we have established a close relationship with our next President, we are sure that the ICD-M will follow this progressive lead.

I invite you personally to visit our website www.dentistasidcmexico.com, to explore it and see our pictorial albums.

Hoping to see you in Philadelphia, I remain your amigo,

Dr Manuel Farill
President, Section III; México

Along with the Mexico City Orthodontists Association, our President, Dr. Farill-Guzmán offered a lecture on his specialty, Dental Marketing, last February in Mexico City. Diplomas have our logo.

- Our Induction ceremony will be on Saturday November 5, 2005, followed by a black and white dinner and ball. Our Awards will be handed out during this meeting. Our General Assembly will be on Friday November 4, 2005 during the Mexican Dental Association International Biannual Meeting at the Mexico City’s World Trade Center.
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Dr Manuel Farill
President, Section III; México
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Section Report (continued from page 22)

Since its foundation on January 16, 1981, the South American Section has lived a very interesting history. Each District is a country and, therefore, a different national entity. Consequently, special care has been exercised to respect cultural and linguistic differences, and understand individual countries’ idiosyncrasies. Section IV has always kept in mind that its Districts are separated by vast geographical distances and has considered in all decisions and planning the economic and political differences among the various countries. These attitudes have significantly contributed to the elimination of cultural and national barriers. Our International College of Dentists is a model of an institution that brings together dentists from different cultures, ethnic origins, religions, races, social backgrounds, countries, and regions. Indeed, our College fosters understanding and goodwill as well as professionalism and academic pride.

2004 SECTION IV MEETINGS
A) Extraordinary Board of Regents Meeting and Induction Ceremony. It was held on April 24, 2004. Its primary purpose was to stimulate the newly established Ecuadorian District. This gathering replaced the Section’s Annual Executive Committee Meeting. It was agreed that, considering South America’s critical economic situation, Annual Capitation Fees and Induction Fees couldn’t be increased. Since January 1, 2002 Section IV’s Secretariat has made great strides to reduce operational costs. Rent and telephone are gratis since the secretariat is located at a Fellow’s office. Governing board members’ traveling and operational allowances have been eliminated.

International President Ramon Castillo attended the Regents Meeting. He presided the Convocation and Induction Ceremony as well as the Fellowship Orientation Program. Fellow Castillo’s visitation was very important. He explained the mission of our College and elaborated on its worldwide presence and activities. Our Fellows now have a much better understanding of the I.C.D. His speech at the Induction Ceremony gave the audience a clear vision of the College and its worldwide impact. For the first time our Section presented a Fellowship Orientation Program. The candidates as well as the Fellows of the Ecuadorian District attended it. The Orientation Ceremony was a very positive experience. During the Convocation and Induction Ceremony 10 Ecuadorian colleagues were inducted as Fellows of our College. The Event ended with a formal dinner.

B) District Meeting in Buenos Aires, Argentina. On June 5, 2004 the Argentinean District held a meeting to honor Master Fellow Julio Barrancos. Section IV’s President Carlos Vélez and Secretary General Manfred Seidemann traveled to Buenos Aires to attend the same. A Section IV Emeritus Fellowship was bestowed upon Master Fellow Barrancos. The Meeting was also used to stimulate the Argentinean District and its Fellows. President Vélez delivered a data show presentation depicting the I.C.D. and Section IV. Secretary General Seidemann gave a talk on the history of the College and the meaning and responsibilities of I.C.D. Fellowship. Fellow Ana Pereira, the Argentinean District’s Regent, organized and chaired the meeting.

C) XXIII Annual Regents Meeting and Induction Ceremony. It took place in Lima, Peru on December 2-4, 2004. International President Ramon Castillo actively participated in the gathering. Fellows Alfredo Berguido and Armando Berguido, International Section-Region 21’s Regent and Secretary, respectively, attended the meeting.
HISTORICAL NOTE
The Brazilian District, through Master Fellow Paulo Alfonso de Freitas, delivered to Section IV’s Secretariat the document that accredits the Foundation of the South American Section. On January 16, 1981 International President Joseph W. Tamari, accompanied by Secretary General Frank M. Kenward, delivered the I.C.D. Charter to Section IV’s new President Fellow Dioracy Fontenrada Vieira. At the XXIII Regents Meeting framed copies of this important historical document were given to each District. The framed original Charter is now displayed at Section IV’s Central Office.

ACTIVITIES
I.C.D. Continuing Education Programs
The U.S.A. Section and Section IV have formed a Continuing Education joint venture. The former works through The Fellow Richard Moulton I.C.D. Memorial Trust and the latter, through the South American Districts. This arrangement provides high quality courses, delivered by excellent I.C.D.-Volunteer Lecturers. They have also induced dental organizations to lower their membership fees. The International Section and South American Section have contributed to the overall improvement of Continuing Dental Education in South America. They have also induced dental organizations to lower their fees.

SOUTHAMERICAN SECTION (continued)
Important issues and motions were discussed. A Section webpage was approved; the Peruvian District will produce it. Districts must be represented at all Regents Meetings. Paraguay, which missed two consecutive Regents Meetings, was penalized and forfeited the Section’s immediate Presidency. Annual Membership and Sponsorship Fees were increased. The Section Editor will produce MAGAZINE I.C.D., SECTION IV; however, each District will print the issues it needs and secure the advertisements it requires. A Formal Orientation Program will precede Convocation and Induction Ceremonies. Districts were urged to participate in the “ICD Fellow Academicians Exchange Program”. Districts were advised to furnish material for the publication of Section IV Electronic Newsletter. Active Members are only those individuals who have paid their Sponsorship Fees. An I.C.D. Continuing Education Course should accompany Annual Regents Meetings. The Uruguayan District was selected to host the 2005 Regents Meeting. Section IV held a Fellowship Orientation Program. The International Section and South American Section Candidates received ample information about the College and its history. Fifteen new Fellows were incorporated during Section IV’s Annual Convocation and Induction Ceremony. One was from Argentina, 3 from Brazil, 1 from Ecuador, 6 from Peru, 1 from Uruguay. Three were from Panama; they belonged to International Section’s Region 21. Absentee Candidates received their fellowship credentials through their respective Regents. International President Ramon Castillo actively participated in the Orientation Program and the Induction Ceremony. He delivered a fine speech describing the College, its worldwide mission and significance.

continued on page 25
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Courses’ registration fees. Dentists, Dentistry, and the patients have greatly benefited from this unique I.C.D. modality.

Continuing Education Courses
On December 4, 2004 the Peruvian District hosted Dr. Luiz Alves de Lima, from Sao Paolo, Brazil. He delivered in Lima, Peru an 8-hour course, “Periodontics & Implant Dentistry”. It was the Peruvian District’s contribution to an International Event programmed by the Peruvian Dental Association. The course coincided with Section IV’s Annual Regents Meeting.

“Update in Clinical Operative Dentistry: Facts versus Fiction”, an 8-hour Course by Fellow Theodore M. Roberson. This Course will be delivered in Lima, Peru on April 26, 2005 and in Santiago, Chile on April 29, 2005. The following is the Program:

• INTRODUCTION
  Dentistry in the U.S.A.
  • CARIOLOGY
    Cariology Update
    Remineralization vs. Conventional Treatment
    New Treatments For Incipient Caries
    Liners and Bases
    • UPDATE IN BONDING
    • TOOTH PREPARATION
      Relationship to Restorative Material
    • COMPOSITE RESTORATIONS
      Technique and Materials
      Problems with their Use?
    • AMALGAM VS COMPOSITE RESTORATIONS
      Comparison of Amalgam and Composites
    • PORCELAIN RESTORATIONS
      Veneers
      Inlays
      • GOLD RESTORATIONS
      • QUESTIONS

Section IV is very fortunate because Fellow Theodore M. Roberson accepted the "2005 Fellow Richard Moulton Memorial Lectureship". Fellow Roberson is an outstanding Academician. He teaches at the University of North Carolina College of Dentistry and is Editor and one of the authors of Student’s ART & SCIENCE OF DENTISTRY, 4th and 5th Editions. He is also Section I-District 16’s Regent. The Program for Dr. Roberson’s presentation is very attractive. Fellow Roberson and Fellow Richard Moulton I.C.D. Memorial Trust’s generosity will contribute to better dentistry in Peru and Chile.

Cultural - Academic – Humanitarian Programs

• Argentina - I.C.D. Meetings
  Continuing Education Program
  Preventive Dental Education Program for School Children
  Dental treatments for needy children
• Brazil - I.C.D. Meetings and Cultural Activities
  Portuguese translation of MAGAZINE I.C.D.-SECTION IV’s Abstracts
  Planning a Portuguese ICD web page
  Continuing Education Program
  Assistance to needy dental students
• Chile - Monthly I.C.D. Meetings
  Continuing Education Program
  3 Scholarships for Needy Dental Students
  Graduating Class’ Best Comrade Award
  Monthly Governing Board Meetings
  Publication of MAGAZINE I.C.D.-SECTON IV
  I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Program
  Preparation of a Humanitarian Project
• Ecuador - April 21-24, 2004
  Extraordinary Regents Meeting
  Publication of a local magazine
  Continuing Education Program
  I.C.D. Meetings and Cultural Activities

Section Report (continued from page 26)

• Paraguay - Continuing Education Program
  Preventive Dental Education Program for School Children
  I.C.D. Meetings and Cultural Activities
• Peru - Continuing Education Program
  Assistance to needy dental students
  Cultural Activities for Fellows and spouses
  I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Program
  Monthly Meetings and ICD Orientation Programs
• Uruguay - Monthly I.C.D. Meetings
  Cultural Activities for Fellows and spouses
  Continuing Education Program
  Preventive Dental Education Program for School Children
  Assistance to Outstanding Young Dental Lecturers
  National Dental Research Award
  Award for "The Outstanding Uruguayan Dentist"
  Monthly Governing Board Meetings
• Venezuela - Formation of the District
  Screening candidates for Fellowship.

NEW DISTRICTS
Contacts have been established in Bolivia and Colombia. It is hoped they will contribute to the birth of new Districts. I.C.D. President Ramón Castillo played an important role contacting leading colleagues in these 2 countries.

ICD-FELLOWS-ACADEMICIANS EXCHANGE PROGRAM
It is Section IV’s most promising and exciting enterprise. It started in 2003. It is described in a separate article.

CURRENT HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS
• Preventive Dental Program for Underprivileged School Children (Uruguayan District)
• Dental Program for Underprivileged School Children (Paraguayan District)
• Dental Program for Underprivileged School Children (Argentinean District)

IMMEDIATE ENDEAVORs
• Fellow Ted Roberson’s 2005 ICD Course: April 26 (Lima, Peru), April 29 (Santiago, Chile)
• Promotion of FICD-Academicians Exchange Program
• XXIV Regents Meeting (2005) and Convocation and Induction Ceremony
• Creation of I.C.D. Districts in Bolivia and Colombia
• Formation of a District in Venezuela
• Increase membership by incorporating younger, highly qualified dentists
• Publication and financial support (advertisements) for MAGAZINE I.C.D.-SECTION IV
• Affordable Section IV Web page
• Improvement of “Section IV Electronic Newsletter”
• Promotion of www.icd.org
• Section IV history
• Encourage Districts to develop community oriented I.C.D. humanitarian programs.

MEDIATE ENDEAVORs
• Section IV Executive Committee visitations to Districts.

CAPITATION FEES AND INDUCTION FEES
Our International College of Dentists should understand that all countries are different and face dissimilar realities. It should recognize that nations face dissimilar economic situations. Also, comprehend that “hard currency” has different values and purchasing power in diverse economies. In financial aspects our College should not legislate uniformly for all Sections.
Introduction
Graduation from dental school also signifies the beginning of a voluntary life-long learning process. It should become a formal commitment. Such a personal obligatory pledge distinguishes and marks a true dental professional. Dental school academicians are not exempt from said self-imposed ethical and educational responsibilities.

The International College of Dentists’ nine Objectives emphasize the importance of life-long professional education in Dentistry. From its very beginning our College was concerned with raising the standards of the dental profession. Continuing dental education has always played an important role in the College. It could be stated that it is one the major services it renders to the community.

Historical Notes
The South American Section of the International College of Dentists was created in Sao Paulo, Brazil on January 16, 1981, when International President Joseph W. Tamari IV’s principal endeavors has been to raise, through continuing education, the standards of the dental profession. Continuing dental education.

During Section IV’s XIX Yearly Regents Meeting, celebrated in Lima, Peru, on October 16, 2000, the Chilean District presented an interesting Fellow-Academicians Exchange Project. Said Project was approved at the XX Yearly Regents Meeting that took place in Santiago, Chile on November 15 and 16, 2001.

Section IV Councilman’s Report

Continued on page 29
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The I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Program is an academic joint venture. Its partners are Dental Schools and the International College of Dentists. Its protagonists are Fellows active in the academic world. Its promoters are all the Fellows of our College.

The South American Section’s Experience

During 2003 and 2004 the Peruvian and Chilean Districts successfully carried out this novel Educational Exchange Program. Its results were impressive. The Peruvian District secured for Chilean Fellow-Academicians a 2-week stay at the Department of Maxillofacial Surgery of the Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia School of Dentistry. It provided room, board, and local transportation. The Chilean District arranged air transportation and medical insurance. In turn, the Chilean District made available for Peruvian Fellow-Academicians a 2-week stay at the Department of Prosthetic Dentistry of the Universidad de Chile School of Dentistry. It also provided room and board as well as local transportation. The Peruvian District was responsible for its Fellows’ air transportation and medical insurance. Both Districts ascertained that academicians had sufficient funds to cover private expenses. Fellow-Academicians were exempted from tuition payments.

In the near future all Section IV Districts should actively participate in this new Program. The FICD-Academicians Exchange Program has proven to be Section IV’s most promising and enthusiastic enterprise.

Proposal: Develop an ICD-at-large-Fellow-Academicians Exchange Project.

Methodology

1. Each year Districts/Sections will exchange Fellow-Academicians.
2. One District will be the ‘Host’. The other, the ‘Sender’.
3. During a given year roles will be switched. ‘Host District’ becomes ‘Sender District’, and vice versa.
4. Selected Fellow-Academicians will spend a established period of time at a pre-determined Dental School’s Department.
5. Different Sections may participate; i.e., a given District from Section I and a certain District from Section V.
6. Districts within a given Section may participate; i.e., Section IV’s Chilean and Peruvian Districts.
7. Every year various Sections and Districts may participate.
8. Host Districts will make necessary arrangements with local Dental Schools to receive Fellow-Academicians for pre-established periods of time.
9. Sender Districts will select Fellow-Academicians according to Host Dental Schools’ requirements.
10. Sections will coordinate Districts and provide contacts.

Rationale

1. The I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Project is an academic joint venture between the I.C.D. and its Fellows.
2. Host Districts will provide food and lodging for Fellow-Academicians.
3. Host Districts will provide free training for Fellow-Academicians.
4. Host Districts will provide transportation and health insurance for Fellow-Academicians.
5. Fellow-Academicians will be responsible for personal expenses.

Experience

Chilean and Peruvian Districts have successfully exchanged ICD-Fellow-Academicians.

Significance

The “I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Program” complies with the Objectives of the International College of Dentists. However, more important yet, it contributes to fulfill the dream Drs. Louis Ottoffy and Tsukuruki Oomura, the Founding Fathers of the College, had in 1920. It will also demonstrate to the dental community and the public a far-reaching Worldwide Program coordinated by the I.C.D. and carried out by all its members.

This Exchange Program should have an important impact on the Fellows and reaffirm their sense of belonging. Regardless of their geographic location, Fellows may participate and work in this prestigious universal program. Quickly noteworthy results should become evident. The successes achieved through this interesting and simple program should become a new milestone in the Dental Profession.

The ICD-at-large has the responsibility to firmly spread and stimulate the “I.C.D. Fellow-Academicians Exchange Program” among the Sections; the latter, amongst Districts and Regions. Thus, the impetus will rapidly reach our Global Membership. The College’s Central Office must establish ways to efficiently and promptly integrate all Districts and Regions to this exceptional plan. The Program should be disseminated through www.icd.org, newsletters, GLOBE, other publications, and word of mouth. Fellows must become fully aware of its existence. All Fellows should cooperate in its implementation and proper function.

continued on page 31
On behalf of the Board of Regents, the Secretary-General ICD-Europe attended the International Council meeting of the College at Large held in ORLANDO, Florida, USA (October 2004). From 2005, in addition to the Secretary-General, the European Section will be represented at Council by Dr. Peter Kotschy, European President 1997 and Regent for Austria from 1988 to 2004, and by Dr. Joseph Lemasney, European President 2003 and Regent for Ireland from 1994 to 2003.

The Section’s Winter-Board meeting was held in Paris, 27th November 2004. From the many items discussed, two items in particular might be selected for this report. • To mark the 50th Anniversary of the European Section, a charitable Foundation supporting future dental aid programmes and awards is being established, and will be formally launched in Stockholm. The foundation will be named the Phillip Dear Foundation, after the well known founding member of the European Section, Phillip Dear. The trustees of the Foundation are: Hon. Treasurer, Dr. Rudy Landman, Netherlands, 2004-2005, Dr. Joe Lemasney, European President 2003 and Regent for Ireland from 1994 to 2003.

Winter Board Meeting, Paris 27th November 2004
The Section’s Winter-Board meeting was held in Paris, 27th November 2004. From the many items discussed, two items in particular might be selected for this report.

1. To mark the 50th Anniversary of the European Section, a charitable Foundation supporting future dental aid programmes and awards is being established, and will be formally launched in Stockholm.

2. During 2004, as a result of successful communication, €1,600 was sent to an FICD Dr. Paul Becker who, with his Ukrainian wife, Tania, helps many destitute children in Odessa. The remarkable man who brought about this is the only Honorary FICD in the European Section, John Davis. A former member of the dental trade (he refuses to accept the description “retired”), John was honoured by the ICD, due to his many years of involvement in the formation and leadership of dental charities, and in particular, for his involvement with the British Dental Health Foundation, and the Cordent Trust.

Education and Humanitarian Interests
1. Encouraged by the interest in the Open Forum in Monte Carlo, this will be repeated in Stockholm at the end of the Scientific Programme. As well as taking questions from Fellows, there will be an announcement of the launch of the Phillip Dear Foundation, some time to hear from Dr Walter van Driel, Vice-Regent for the Benelux countries regarding a long-distance learning programme he has established through his own hard work and the good will of the University of Amsterdam, and a Report from the Committee on Eastern Europe.

2. The European Section believes this will be the way forward for a successful input to education in the emerging countries of Eastern Europe, and in this regard, Fellows may be interested in reading the short article from the Regent for Greece, Dr. Aris-Petros Tripodakis, on the role for the ICD in these developments.

3. During 2004, as a result of successful communication, €1,600 was sent to an FICD Dr. Paul Becker who, with his Ukrainian wife, Tania, helps many destitute children in Odessa. The remarkable man who brought about this is the only Honorary FICD in the European Section, John Davis. A former member of the dental trade (he refuses to accept the description “retired”), John was honoured by the ICD, due to his many years of involvement in the formation and leadership of dental charities, and in particular, for his involvement with the British Dental Health Foundation, and the Cordent Trust.
Secretary- General’s Message  (continued from page 33)

2004 Appointments of new Regents and Vice-Regents

Seven new Regents have been appointed during the last year as follows:

Austria: Dr. Peter Brandstätter
Germany: Dr. Wolfgang Bockelbrink
Ireland: Dr. Frank Shields
Israel: Dr. Sheldon Sydney
Scandinavia: Dr. Henrik Harmsen
Switzerland: Dr. Philippe Hediger
England, Scotland, Wales: Dr. Phillip Dowell

Six new Vice-Regents have also been appointed in the same period as follows:

Benelux: Dr. Walter van Driel
England, Scotland & Wales: Dr. Shelagh Farrell
France: Dr. Bertrand de Beaupuis
Ireland: Dr. Tom Feehey
Italy: Dr. Roberto Weinstein
Portugal: Dr. Gil Alcoforado, Jr.

For several of these appointments, Fellows elected the new Officers

District Meetings

The following Districts held meetings during the autumn of 2004: Greece, the Benelux Countries, (Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands), England, Scotland and Wales, Spain, Ireland.

The following are holding their meetings during the Spring of 2005: Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Portugal and Austria.

Israel/Malta District organizes an award to be presented annually to each dental school's graduating student who best exemplifies the goals and principles of the College. The official name is: The International College of Dentists' Israeli and Maltese District Student Award. The two Israeli dental schools participate in the Award process. Further information at: http://www.icd-europe.com/israel.html

Web-Site

The Website’s name is http://www.icdeurope.com.

I wish to record my thanks to our Editor, Dr. Cecil Linehan, who so perfectly arranges for our Section this most practical way of communication we have available to day. Moreover she produces the Digest (the European Globe) for which Dr. Linehan has been honored recently.

Bloemendaal, NL, January 2005,
Frans H.M. Kroon, Secretary-General ICD-Europe.

Emergence of Perspectives for European Dental Education via ICD-ED Communication as proposed by the Region of Greece and Cyprus

During the Annual ICD Dinner of the Region of Greece and Cyprus that took place on Tuesday November 9th 2004 in the “Athenian Club” of Athens, the Dean of the Dental School of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Professor George Vougiouklakis, gave an excellent speech on “the Advances of Dental Education in Europe”. A concise version of this speech can clearly show the important role that the ICD-European Division can play in generating the necessary communication that is required for achieving the current educational goals in Europe, in its new profile as it has recently developed.

“Greece”, said Prof. Vougiouklakis, “for many years has benefited from the American model of Dental Education transmitted and introduced to the Dental School of the University of Athens by and large from the Professors A. Angelopoulos and Z. Mantzavinos (specially acknowledged and honoured during the Diener as they had recently become Life Members of the ICD). It was in the late seventies that the first European efforts took place in the form of developing educational guidelines that could unify and equalize the quality of the provided dental knowledge among the different countries. Recently with the exploding expansion of the European Union the formulation of emerging educational perspectives is a must. The future European Dentist ought to be given the appropriate education that will make him vocationally equal- ly capable and professionally eligible to practice anywhere in Europe. This has become the well established aim of the European Association of Dental Education that incidentally, will hold its Annual Meeting in Athens in September 2005.”

Given the present-day standard of dentistry in Western Europe, I am convinced that the communication required in formulating emerging educational goals for all European dentists can ultimately be cultivated within the European Section of International College of Dentists, the social and scientific forum that above all awards excellence in Dentistry.

Cordially,
Aris-Petros Tripodakis
Regent for Greece and Cyprus
November 2004

Successful Communication

In the ICDigest 2004, there was an article by US FICD, Paul Becker, currently living and working in Ukraine. Writing in the main about standards of dentistry and dental education in Ukraine, there was also reference to the work that Paul and his Ukrainian born wife, Tania, carry out for several groups of deprived children in Odessa: children in Internot 4, a state-run boarding-school for 400 orphans, a boys’ reform school and a clinic for children suffering from tuberculosis, called “Lastochka”.

Paul’s article prompted another Fellow to contact the Editor, asking for Paul’s address in Ukraine. Why? Because this particular FICD wanted to do something to help the dental condition of these children in Odessa. The Fellow who contacted the Editor is no ordinary FICD. His name is John Davis and he is the currently the only Honorary Fellow in Europe, having been elected to Fellowship at a meeting in Dublin several years ago.

Cordially,
Cecilia F Linehan
Editor
2004-2005

Forthcoming European Section Meeting

50th Anniversary Meeting
June 16th – 18th 2005
2006: (8-10 June): Genoa, Italy
2007: (end of June): Cardiff, Wales
2008: Athens, Greece

Cecilia F Linehan
(known as ‘Cecil’)
Editor
2004-2005
This was an exciting year for our Section. We began with "Medicare India 2004" on 6-8 April where dentistry had a prominent and active role in the conference. Dr. Chandna was the keynote speaker and the ICD Fellows played a key role in making dentistry an integral part of the whole conference.

In the evening of 8 April, the Section's annual meeting took place. President S. S. Dua presided. Together with Dr. Chandna they conducted a complete and efficient meeting, which moved quickly to the annual convocation and award function. Unfortunately, President-Elect Dr. V. M. Veerabahu was not present due to a serious illness. Dr. Robert E. Brady was the Chief Guest and invited to Light the Lamp. Ten Fellows-Elect were announced by the Deputy Secretary, Dr. Rajiv Chugh, and inducted into the Council. Would you like to add a comment or share your thoughts on this topic?
Section Report (continued from page 37)

The evening ended in grand fashion with a wonderful dinner attended by the new Fellows.

In September 2004, the FDI World Dental Federation held its meeting in New Delhi, India. Secretary General Dr. J. C. Chandna arranged a Fellowship evening for all Fellows of the ICD attending the FDI meeting. Dr. V. M. Veerabahu was installed as President of Section 6 in an emotional ceremony. Many of the Fellows of the American Dental Association delegation attended, were welcomed with flowers, and had a very enjoyable time.

Dr. Vipin K. Dabas
Dr. Amish Mehta
Dr. Sanjay Singh
Dr. Tushar K. Bharwada
Dr. R. V. Rangen
Dr. Rajesh Talwar
Dr. Ashish Kakar
Dr. (Mrs.) Ragini
Dr. (Mrs.) Meera Verma
Dr. Anil Sukumaran

New Fellows Elected 2004

The organization as I.C.D., Japan Section, established and maintained by the past presidents and fellows has long been expressing its unique organizational status as an unrivaled body of opinion leaders, displaying its own eminent idea and creed based on a sublime spirit of ministration in the field of dental care. I would like to convey my hearty sense of respect and appreciation to the exertion of the organization, reflecting on its long-standing achievements.

I am firmly determined through assuming the preceding policies, to make every endeavor in completing my duty, without disgracing the fundamental ideal and the name of the Japan Section. On the occasion of accepting this important office, I have read again the purpose of the foundation of I.C.D. and the creed and statute of the Japan Section. As a result, when facing the reality of internationalization and the innate desirability of I.C.D., I have found out the following four items as the requisite for realizing the internationalization and activation of the organization:

(1) Revitalization of regions: We need to restructure the whole range of business and organization including the enforcement of regional fellows and various measures for inducing their active participation in the three major activities.

(2) Development of international exchange: We should further promote international exchange, one of the basic objectives of I.C.D., especially focusing on the Eastern Asia area.

(3) Review of orientation for academic lectures: We may search for a new type of academic lecture, unique and free from existing fields, with the genuine characteristic of I.C.D. The program of lecturer-delegation by the Headquarters of I.C.D. would be a good example concerning this issue.

(4) Study of incorporation of I.C.D.: We will be required to incorporate our organization from the mere status of voluntary association to that of a socially recognized entity enhancing public interest, under the current circumstances in which various kinds of academic circles are reviewing the possibility of incorporation.

In the age of renovation, change and globalization in every aspect of our activities, I.C.D. now must revert to its origin. For this purpose, in concluding this inaugural message of aspiration, I would like to implement the four items mentioned above as my prime responsibility, with anticipation for the cooperation and advice of the fellows.
A successful regional dinner meeting was held in Brisbane in May with over 40 attendees. The evening was organized to acknowledge the outstanding contribution of Dr. Neil Henry, Past President of the Australasian Section, both to the College and to the dental profession. Proceeds from the evening were donated to the University of Queensland Alumni Association.
It gives me great honor and pleasure to report to the College the activities and events of the International College of Dentists, Philippine Section.

After the highly successful 38TH Annual Convocation and Banquet held in May 1, 2004, a simple yet meaningful Turnover Ceremony was held last June 15, 2004 at the Richmonde Hotel in Pasig City. It was morn-

The First Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held on August 25, 2004 at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites in Pasig City. An overwhelming turnout of 75% of the total membership attended the affair. After the very productive Business meeting, dinner followed and the fellowship night followed with lots of raffles, singing, and dancing. All the fellows certainly enjoyed the night!

On September 13, 2004, the Second Regular Board Meeting was held wherein the important programs of the section were discussed, particularly the continuation of the project to provide dental health services to the poorest of the poor constituents of Quezon City. Initially, the section is currently printing dental health educational materials.
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It gives me great honor and pleasure to report to the College the activities and events of the International College of Dentists, Philippine Section.

After the highly successful 38TH Annual Convocation and Banquet held in May 1, 2004, a simple yet meaningful Turnover Ceremony was held last June 15, 2004 at the Richmond Hotel in Pasig City. It was morn-

The First Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held on August 25, 2004 at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites in Pasig City. An overwhelming turnout of 75% of the total membership attended the affair. After the very productive Business meeting, dinner followed and the fellowship night followed with lots of raffles, singing, and dancing. All the fellows certainly enjoyed the night!

On September 13, 2004, the Second Regular Board Meeting was held wherein the important programs of the section were discussed, particularly the continuation of the project to provide dental health services to the poorest of the poor constituents of Quezon City. Initially, the section is currently printing dental health educational materials.

Transfer of Authority from Immediate Past President Antonio A. Baldemor to the new President Ermelinda Sabater Galang

President’s Message

I feel honored to have been elected President of The International College of Dentists Philippine Section and especially to have been given the opportunity to commu-

We are proud to say that this year, we have endeavored to reenergize the Philippine Section. Through our concerted efforts, more and more fellows have been actively attending our meetings despite economic difficulties. Hopefully they will all get involved in the activities of the ICD. Lately, we have focused on increasing our member-

As we have been chosen to be part of this prestigious organization on the basis of our contributions and accom-

continued on page 44
materials that will be used by health personnel and distributed to the children and their mothers in the target areas as well as health centers in Quezon City. This will be the initial contribution of the ICD Philippine Section to the National Oral Health Month scheduled for February 2005.

The Second Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held again at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites last November 25, 2004, once again with an overwhelming attendance of 75% of the total membership of the Section. Inasmuch as this event coincided with Thanksgiving Day and the traditional Christmas Get Together, the Section invited Mr. Bo Sanchez, a well known inspirational writer and author and he talked about how to “Simplify our Lives.” It was a very moving and touching talk and everyone was glued to their seats as they listened attentively to the speaker. Some guests from another function room even joined the Fellows in listening to the speaker. The Business Meeting followed with a discussion of some very important matters involving the section. After the sumptuous dinner, the fellowship party began. There were fun games, raffles of mini-appliances, and not to forget the singing by the fellows who really prepared for the night. It was indeed a wonderful night to remember, with everyone going home with a gift in tow given by the indefatigable President, Fellow Ermelinda S. Galang, to signal the start of the Christmas season.

The year 2004 was certainly a good year for the section. Hence, the Second Regular Board Meeting was immediately held on January 13, 2005 to continue the momentum of the section and prepare for the forthcoming Third Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar on February 24, 2005 at the Columbus Room of the Discovery Suites. The annual election of Officers for fiscal year 2005-2006 will be held as well as the much awaited Election of New Fellows.

The 34th Bienvenido B. Efraín Memorial Lecture and the 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet are set for May 1, 2005 at the New Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

FELLOW ELIZABETH C. CARRASCO
Secretary, ICD Section 9 Philippines
2004-2005

New Fellows Elected 2004-2005

Dr. Armyl C. Banez
Dr. Walfrido P. Cruz
Dr. Emmanuel T. Centeno
Dr. Enrico L. Dolatre
Dr. Ma Liza C. Centeno
Dr. Raymundo G. Vinzon
Dr. Alexander S. Zafra

LEFT: The principal and teachers of Pag-asas Elementary School discuss the details of the oral health program with Fellows Irma L. Parejas and Ma. Fatima S. Dilson Development Project Committee.
The ICD International President Dr Ramon Castillo and Mrs. Mirza, the ADA President Dr. Eugene Sekiguchi and Mrs. Clair, Immediate Past President Dr. Minoru Horuchi and Mrs. Yumiiko. International Vice-President Dr. Cha-Chang Chan also participated. Prof. Emeritus Masakazu Ohtake spoke about “Earthquake and It's Provision” as special lecture.

2. Year-end Christmas Meeting: This meeting was held on December 23, 2004 at Imperial Hotel in Tokyo. The fellows, spouses and four foreign student guests who came from Rep. of China also attended. The Board of Directors meeting was held in the afternoon. Mr. Kincho Takarai and Miss. Himawari Kanda spoke about “The Art of Conversation in Japanese Language” as special lecture.

Forthcoming Meeting
1. The 35rd Mid-winter Scientific Meeting: On February 12, 2005 at “Chiwaki Memorial Hall” in Tokyo Dental College in Tokyo.
2. The 48th Convocation, Annual General Meeting, Induction Ceremony and Social Gathering will be held on May 28, 2005 at the “Kyoto Hotel Ohkura” in Kyoto Prefecture.

Website: http://www.icd-japan.gr.jp

A successful regional dinner meeting was held in Brisbane in May with over 40 attendees. The evening was organized to acknowledge the outstanding contribution of Dr. Neil Henry, Past President of the Australasian Section, both to the College and to the dental profession. Proceeds from the evening were donated to the University of Queensland Alumni Association.
It gives me great honor and pleasure to report to the College the activities and events of the International College of Dentists, Philippine Section.

After the highly successful 38TH Annual Convocation and Banquet held in May 1, 2004, a simple yet meaningful Turnover Ceremony was held last June 15, 2004 at the Richmonde Hotel in Pasig City. It was moronously witnessed by the outgoing and incoming officials of the Section. The ICD Philippine Section banner, flag, and gavel were formally turned over from Fellow Antonio A. Baldemor, ICD Section President 2003-2004, to Fellow Ermelinda S. Galang, ICD Section President 2004-2005. There was no formal turnover of documents as the Secretary, Fellow Elizabeth C. Carrasco, and Treasurer, Ma. Teresa D. Amador, were reelected. Immediately after the turnover ceremony, the First Regular Board Meeting was held. The Committee Chair appointments were announced and the program of activities for the year were lined up for implementation in the forthcoming months. The activities included the Community Development Program, Membership Campaign Program, Amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws of the Section, and the Regency Program.

The First Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held on August 25, 2004 at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites in Pasig City. An overwhelming turnout of 75% of the total membership attended the affair. After the very productive Business meeting, dinner followed with lots of raffles, singing, and dancing. All the fellows certainly enjoyed the night!

On September 13, 2004, the Second Regular Board Meeting was held wherein the important programs of the section were discussed, particularly the continuation of the membership. We have targeted the preschoolers and mothers in several Health Centers in Quezon City, Metro Manila for a massive campaign in Oral Health Education. This includes the training of dental health personnel assigned in Health Centers, the actual demonstration of the proper tooth brushing technique, and the distribution of oral health education leaflets and booklets. We plan to expand our projects for as long as our limited budget allows. Our project is being implemented in coordination with the Quezon City Health Department.

As we have been chosen to be part of this prestigious organization on the basis of our contributions and accomplishments in our fields, I do feel that in return, much is expected of us in terms of being sensitive and responsive to the needs of our less fortunate brothers in our community. To meet this challenge, we have targeted the preschoolers and mothers in several Health Centers in Quezon City, Metro Manila for a massive campaign in Oral Health Education. This includes the training of dental health personnel assigned in Health Centers, the actual demonstration of the proper tooth brushing technique, and the distribution of oral health education leaflets and booklets. We plan to expand our projects for as long as our limited budget allows. Our project is being implemented in coordination with the Quezon City Health Department.

The Philippine Section encourages dental students to strive for excellence in their studies. The Section gives recognition to outstanding Dentistry graduates from different Dental Schools nationwide, awarding those with an ICD Medalion in a ceremony during the Bienvenido B. Erasga Memorial Lecture usually held immediately prior to the Annual Convocation.

It gives me great pleasure in inviting you all to our 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet on May 1, 2005 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

President’s Message

I feel honored to have been elected President of The International College of Dentists Philippine Section and especially to have been given the opportunity to communicate with the esteemed dental professionals not only in our country but all over the world. I wish to convey therefore our cordial greetings to all the Fellows of the ICD worldwide.

It is gratifying to know that we are all united in a bond of friendship with a common objective.

We are proud to say that this year, we have endeavored to reenergize the Philippine Section. Through our concerted efforts, more and more fellows have been actively attending our meetings despite economic difficulties. Hopefully they will all get involved in the activities of the ICD. Lately, we have focused on increasing our membership by carefully selecting young and bright dentists who are willing to work for the programs of our section.

As we have been chosen to be part of this prestigious organization on the basis of our contributions and accomplishments in our fields, I do feel that in return, much is expected of us in terms of being sensitive and responsive to the needs of our less fortunate brothers in our community. To meet this challenge, we have targeted the preschoolers and mothers in several Health Centers in Quezon City, Metro Manila for a massive campaign in Oral Health Education. This includes the training of dental health personnel assigned in Health Centers, the actual demonstration of the proper tooth brushing technique, and the distribution of oral health education leaflets and booklets. We plan to expand our projects for as long as our limited budget allows. Our project is being implemented in coordination with the Quezon City Health Department.

The Philippine Section encourages dental students to strive for excellence in their studies. The Section gives recognition to outstanding Dentistry graduates from different Dental Schools nationwide, awarding those with an ICD Medalion in a ceremony during the Bienvenido B. Erasga Memorial Lecture usually held immediately prior to the Annual Convocation.

It gives me great pleasure in inviting you all to our 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet on May 1, 2005 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

Secretary’s Report

Ermelinda Sabater-Galang

2004 - 2005 President

Philippine Section

International Council

Primo E. Gonzales

2004-2005 Officers

President  . . . . . . . . . . .Ermelinda Sabater-Galang

President - Elect  . . . . . . . .Hermogenes P. Villareal

Vice President  . . . . . . . . Ma. Filma S. Dizon

Immediate Past President  . . . . Antonio A. Baldemor

Secretary  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elizabeth C. Carrasco

Treasurer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ma. Teresa D. Amador

Editor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert I. Eustaquio

It gives me great honor and pleasure to report to the College the activities and events of the International College of Dentists, Philippine Section.

After the highly successful 38TH Annual Convocation and Banquet held in May 1, 2004, a simple yet meaningful Turnover Ceremony was held last June 15, 2004 at the Richmonde Hotel in Pasig City. It was moronously witnessed by the outgoing and incoming officials of the Section. The ICD Philippine Section banner, flag, and gavel were formally turned over from Fellow Antonio A. Baldemor, ICD Section President 2003-2004, to Fellow Ermelinda S. Galang, ICD Section President 2004-2005. There was no formal turnover of documents as the Secretary, Fellow Elizabeth C. Carrasco, and Treasurer, Ma. Teresa J. Amador, were reelected. Immediately after the turnover ceremony, the First Regular Board Meeting was held. The Committee Chair appointments were announced and the program of activities for the year were lined up for implementation in the forthcoming months. The activities included the Community Development Program, Membership Campaign Program, Amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws of the Section, and the Regency Program.

The First Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held on August 25, 2004 at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites in Pasig City. An overwhelming turnout of 75% of the total membership attended the affair. After the very productive Business meeting, dinner followed with lots of raffles, singing, and dancing. All the fellows certainly enjoyed the night!

On September 13, 2004, the Second Regular Board Meeting was held wherein the important programs of the section were discussed, particularly the continuation of the membership. We have targeted the preschoolers and mothers in several Health Centers in Quezon City, Metro Manila for a massive campaign in Oral Health Education. This includes the training of dental health personnel assigned in Health Centers, the actual demonstration of the proper tooth brushing technique, and the distribution of oral health education leaflets and booklets. We plan to expand our projects for as long as our limited budget allows. Our project is being implemented in coordination with the Quezon City Health Department.

The Philippine Section encourages dental students to strive for excellence in their studies. The Section gives recognition to outstanding Dentistry graduates from different Dental Schools nationwide, awarding those with an ICD Medalion in a ceremony during the Bienvenido B. Erasga Memorial Lecture usually held immediately prior to the Annual Convocation.

It gives me great pleasure in inviting you all to our 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet on May 1, 2005 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

I feel honored to have been elected President of The International College of Dentists Philippine Section and especially to have been given the opportunity to communicate with the esteemed dental professionals not only in our country but all over the world. I wish to convey therefore our cordial greetings to all the Fellows of the ICD worldwide.

It is gratifying to know that we are all united in a bond of friendship with a common objective.

We are proud to say that this year, we have endeavored to reenergize the Philippine Section. Through our concerted efforts, more and more fellows have been actively attending our meetings despite economic difficulties. Hopefully they will all get involved in the activities of the ICD. Lately, we have focused on increasing our membership by carefully selecting young and bright dentists who are willing to work for the programs of our section.

As we have been chosen to be part of this prestigious organization on the basis of our contributions and accomplishments in our fields, I do feel that in return, much is expected of us in terms of being sensitive and responsive to the needs of our less fortunate brothers in our community. To meet this challenge, we have targeted the preschoolers and mothers in several Health Centers in Quezon City, Metro Manila for a massive campaign in Oral Health Education. This includes the training of dental health personnel assigned in Health Centers, the actual demonstration of the proper tooth brushing technique, and the distribution of oral health education leaflets and booklets. We plan to expand our projects for as long as our limited budget allows. Our project is being implemented in coordination with the Quezon City Health Department.

The Philippine Section encourages dental students to strive for excellence in their studies. The Section gives recognition to outstanding Dentistry graduates from different Dental Schools nationwide, awarding those with an ICD Medalion in a ceremony during the Bienvenido B. Erasga Memorial Lecture usually held immediately prior to the Annual Convocation.

It gives me great pleasure in inviting you all to our 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet on May 1, 2005 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.
The Middle East Section groups fellows from six countries in the Middle East including Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Dubai and Kuwait. The bulk of the Section’s fellows are today in Lebanon with all but two living and practicing in the greater Beirut area. As a result most of the Section’s activities are held in Beirut. These are presently geared at offering dental professionals in the country a series of continuing education meetings at which a variety of subjects of interest to dentists are discussed. This year’s meetings offered the opportunity to discuss varied subjects such as: Radiotherapy in Cancer Treatment, Guided bone regeneration around implants, Nickel-Titanium instruments, Planning Dental Manpower in Lebanon, Esthetic Concepts in the Treatment of Totally Edentulous Patients, Rehabilitation of Totally Edentulous Patients with Immediately-loaded Implants and Internal Sinus Lift.

The Section also publishes a quarterly Newsletter which aims at keeping fellows informed of the Section’s activities. In an effort to improve communications and to stimulate fellows, the Section is also working on developing a web-site.

The year 2004 was certainly a good year for the section. Hence, the Second Regular Board Meeting was immediately held on January 13, 2005 to continue the momentum of the section and prepare for the forthcoming Third Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar on February 24, 2005 at the Columbus Room of the Discovery Suites. The annual election of Officers for fiscal year 2005-2006 will be held as well as the much awaited Election of New Fellows.

The 34th Bienvenido B. Eraña Memorial Lecture and the 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet are set for May 1, 2005 at the New Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

**FELLOW ELIZABETH C. CARRASCO**
Secretary, ICD Section 9 Philippines 2004-2005

---
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materials that will be used by health personnel and distributed to the children and their mothers in the target areas as well as health centers in Quezon City. This will be the initial contribution of the ICD Philippine Section to the National Oral Health Month scheduled for February 2005.

The Second Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar was held again at the Magellan Room of the Discovery Suites last November 25, 2004, once again with an overwhelming attendance of 75% of the total membership of the Section. Inasmuch as this event coincided with Thanksgiving Day and the traditional Christmas Get-Together, the Section invited Mr. Bo Sanchez, a well-known inspirational writer and author and he talked about how to “Simplify our Lives.” It was a very moving and touching talk and everyone was glued to their seats as they listened attentively to the speaker. Some guests from another function room even joined the fellows in listening to the speaker. The Business Meeting followed with a discussion of some very important matters involving the section. After the sumptuous dinner, the fellowship party began. There were fun games, raffles of mini-appliances, and not to forget the singing by the fellows who really prepared for the night. It was indeed a wonderful night to remember, with everyone going home with a gift in tow given by the indefatigable President, Fellow Ermelinda S. Galang, to signal the start of the Christmas season.

The year 2004 was certainly a good year for the section. Hence, the Second Regular Board Meeting was immediately held on January 13, 2005 to continue the momentum of the section and prepare for the forthcoming Third Quarterly Business Meeting and Seminar on February 24, 2005 at the Columbus Room of the Discovery Suites. The annual election of Officers for fiscal year 2005-2006 will be held as well as the much awaited Election of New Fellows.

The 34th Bienvenido B. Eraña Memorial Lecture and the 39th Annual Convocation and Banquet are set for May 1, 2005 at the New Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manila.

**FELLOW ELIZABETH C. CARRASCO**
Secretary, ICD Section 9 Philippines 2004-2005

---

**New Fellows Elected 2004-2005**

Dr. Armyl C. Banez
Dr. Walfrido P. Cruz
Dr. Emmanuel T. Centeno
Dr. Enrico L. Delatre
Dr. Ma Liza C. Centeno
Dr. Raymundo G. Vinzon
Dr. Alexander S. Zafra

---

**2004-2005 Officers**

President Emeritus: Joseph W. Tamari
President: Nabil Barakat
Past President: Cedric P. Haddad
Registrar/Editor: Roy Sabri
Deputy Registrar: Nadim Aboujaoude
Treasurer: Jean Marie Megarbene

**International Council**

Levon Karjian

**Regents 2004-2005**

District 1 — Riad Bacho (Beirut, Lebanon)
District 2 — Selim Zeissati (Dharaa, Saudi Arabia)

---

**Fellows of the Section are all prominent clinicians, and a majority of them are in teaching posts in one of Beirut’s three dental schools. Some are also invited to speak at professional meetings.**

This year’s Section meeting took place on December 3 and 4 in Beirut. For the Section, this was a special...
The Middle East Section groups fellows from six countries in the Middle East including Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Dubai and Kuwait. The bulk of the Section’s fellows are today in Lebanon with all but two living and practicing in the greater Beirut area. As a result most of the Section’s activities are held in Beirut. These are presently geared at offering dental professionals in the country a series of continuing education meetings at which a variety of subjects of interest to dentists are discussed. This year’s meetings offered the opportunity to discuss varied subjects such as: Radiotherapy in Cancer Treatment, Guided bone regeneration around implants, Nickel-Titanium instruments, Planning Dental Manpower in Lebanon, Esthetic Concepts in the Treatment of Totally Edentulous Patients, Rehabilitation of Totally Edentulous Patients with Immediately-loaded Implants and Internal Sinus Lift.

The Section also publishes a quarterly Newsletter which aims at keeping fellows informed of the Section’s activities. In an effort to improve communications and to stimulate fellows, the Section is also working on developing a web-site.

The Section’s officers have been considering proposals for a public service program which could be within the budget and would involve as large a group of fellows as possible.

Fellows of the Section are all prominent clinicians, and a majority of them are in teaching posts in one of Beirut’s three dental schools. Some are also invited to speak at professional meetings.

This year’s Section meeting took place on December 3 and 4 in Beirut. For the Section, this was a special...
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ICD Past President, Victor Lanctis, delivers the Keynote Address. Seated from left are Section 10 Vice President, Ali Asuada, President Nabil Barakat and Registrar Roy Sabri.

Saturday December 4th was a full day scientific program dedicated to a multidisciplinary approach to "Facial and Dental Esthetics". The meeting was opened by Section President Nabil Barakat, followed by the President of the Lebanese Dental Association fellow Elie Maalouf as well as College representative former International President Victor Lanctis. Most of the speakers were fellows of the College including guest speaker, Professor Menopi Spyroupolous, chairperson of the department of orthodontics at Athens University whose presentation was entitled "The Ethics of Esthetics".

The meeting was very well attended and reflected the College's objective "To advance the art and science of dentistry for the health and welfare of the public internationally".

The business meeting which was dedicated to discussing potential projects that the Section could undertake, turned into a constructive exchange of ideas of which former President Lanctis was the catalyst. Then followed the Orientation Program and Induction of 2 fellows from Lebanon: Mohammad Itani and Edmond Kowayess. The social part of the evening consisted of a reception and banquet.
On September 6, 2003, new members for 2004 were elected during the general assembly of the TICD. The new members are: Drs. Su Ming-Chuan, Fu Ping-Yuen, Chan Kam, Ho Kun-Yen, and Lu Hsein-Kun. These new members will be officially inducted into the college in 2004 with a suitable convocation ceremony. Active members of TICD now total 122. The second part of the election was the election of seven new council members and three advisers.

During the general assembly, invited speaker, Professor Lin Mao-Rong, gave a talk on "The Prospective Development of Dental Sciences In Post-Genomic Era".

On October 18, 2003, the new council held its first council-adviser meeting in Tian-Mou and elected Dr. Shiau president of TICD. Dr. Lin was elected the executive adviser. Dr. Chan was re-elected to the position of International Councilman to represent Section XII. [In September 2003, Dr. Chan was also elected to the position of Vice President of the International College of Dentists (worldwide) by the International Council in Sydney, Australia.]

During the October meeting, the council also decided to promote more non-dental activities such as art and technology to enrich the lives of our members. The council also moved to echo and recognize the importance of emphasizing ethical and humanity spirit in [the] dental profession in Chinese Taipei.

President Shiau reminded the council that TICD welcomes the 2005 meeting of the ICD International Council to Chinese Taipei. [A] Committee of preparation for hosting that meeting will be installed in mid 2004.

President, Section XII
Shiau Yuh-Yuan

REGION 21
Central America - Panama
Spanish Speaking Caribbean Islands

2004-2005 Regent
Alfredo H. Berguido

The Fellows in the Region get together for a dinner at the Congress of the Federation Odontological of Central America and Panama each year. (Regent Berguido standing by dinner table)

REGION 23
South Asian - Thailand
Laos - Kampuchea

2004-2005 Officers
Watana Maturasai
Smontree Viteporn

Committee Members
Vinai Sirichitra

Professor
Watana Maturasai
Regent
South Asia

REGION 23 CONVOCATION CEREMONY
NOVEMBER 2-3, 2001
We believe we give our members the "By supporting this important program, organizations. We are proud to have from our Region, ICDFellow Dato’ A. Ratnaneson assume the office of President of the International Federation of Dental Education Associations from 2000–2002. Regent Dato’ Vim Khai Kee had also

the ICD Convocation and Dinner that was held on 26th September 2001 at the Legends Hotel in Kuala Lumpur, in conjunction with the FDI World Dental Congress. 33 new Fellows from Singapore and Malaysia were inducted into the College. The Honorary ICD Fellowship was conferred to the Honorable Dato’ Chua Chui Meng, the Minister for Health in Malaysia. The event of September 11th 2001 prevented many of our international Fellows from attending, including International President Richard Schoeckler. Our hearts goes out to the American Section many of whom are directly or indirectly affected by this tragic event.

The next Convocation will involve more of our Indonesian colleagues when the FDI-IDA Meeting is held in September 2002 in Bali. Plans are currently underway to accept a larger group of deserving new Fellows from the country where political and economic stability are so desirable. This Region would like to place on record its thanks to the support and encouragement of the Central Office and in particular to our Secretary General, Robert Brady.

In spite of the uphill challenge, the Committee continues to focus on important goals that the College strives for. Membership development took the front seat as new and younger Fellows were inducted into the College. Through the election of youthfulness, the Local Region intends to build a program of community support and development, utilizing our Professional gifts and talents.

Senior Fellows contributed to leadership in International organizations. We are proud to have from our Region, ICD Fellow Dato A. Ratnaneson assume the office of President of the FDI World Dental Federation in September 2001. We are also honored to have our Regent, Teo Choo Soo serve as the President of the International Federation of Dental Education Associations from 2000–2002. Regent Dato’ Vim Khai Kee had also served as the President of the Asia Pacific Dental Federation. Secretary Choo Teck Chuan has provided much drive to the FDI as their Program Manager. ICD visibility and image is enhanced through the collective contributions of these and many more of our Fellows in this Region.
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CENTRAL OFFICE
The day to day business and affairs of the College shall be conducted from a facility, which shall be referred to as the "Central Office", or the "Office of the College", or "Office". The International Council shall establish the location for the College Office. The College Office and all personnel employed therein shall be under the direct supervision of the Secretary-General.

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
The International Council shall be the governing body of the College. The International Council shall have the authority to make any and all decisions regarding the conduct of the College. Decisions and actions of the International Council shall not be in conflict with the Constitution or the Bylaws of the College. The International Council shall be structured in accordance with Article III, Section 1, of the By-laws.

OFFICERS
The Officers of the College shall be President, President-Elect, Vice President, Treasurer, and Editor. The International Council shall have the sole authority to elect or appoint Officers of the College and shall so at the Annual Meeting of the Council. A majority of those members present and voting shall be required.

COMMITTEES
The day to day operation of the International College of Dentists is conducted by the various Standing and Ad Hoc Committees, working in concert with the Central Office, under the direction of the Executive Committee as stipulated in the Bylaws of the College.
In Memory

FRANKLIN MONROE KENWARD

12/7/19 ~ 4/24/05

International College of Dentists
Secretary-General/Registrar
1974-1988

Dr. Franklin Monroe Kenward, who practiced dentistry in Miami for 38 years and became prominent in local, state, national and international dental organizations, passed away peacefully on Sunday morning, April 24, 2005, after a long and valiant battle with pulmonary fibrosis.

A native of Gary, Indiana, he moved to Miami in 1952 and began practicing dentistry in Coconut Grove. In 1963, he was elected president of the Miami Dental Society. He was a past national president of Psi Omega Dental Fraternity and served as editor of The Frater, the national fraternity magazine, for 15 years. During that time he was also editor of the Florida Dental Journal, president of the American Association of Dental Editors and a member of the Council on Journalism of the American Dental Society.

In 1974, he was appointed secretary-general & registrar of the International College of Dentists, an honorary organization composed of outstanding dental professionals from all over the world. During the 15 years he headed the I.C.D., he traveled extensively throughout the world, helping to induct new members and to facilitate the presentation of clinics and courses on dental education. He was responsible for the establishment of I.C.D. member groups in both China and South America.

During this period he also was appointed by Gov. Bob Graham to the State Board of Dentistry and served as its chairman. He was a member of the East Coast District Dental Society, Federation Dentaire Internationale, the Pierre Fauchard Academy and an associate member of the Chicago Dental Society. He frequently presented clinics on dental techniques at state and regional dental meetings throughout the country.